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ON MANIFOLDS SATISFYING NJ*=0 I 

J. L. DUPONT and G. LUSZTIG~ 

(Received 15 1Vu.v 1970) 

$1. INTRODUCTION 

THE CONDITION that tv12 = 0 occurs in connection with the obstruction theory for two 

linearly independent vector fields on a 4k + l-dimensional manifolds (see Thomas [12]), 

and according to a theorem of Atiyah (see below), the crucial invariant is a certain semi- 

characteristic with twisted coefficients. 

The first part (Section 2) of the present paper concerns the definition and the properties 

of this invariant, and its connection with other semi-characteristics. In the second part 

(Section 3) which is independent of the first part, we shall consider these manifolds in 

general and calculate the cobordism ring they generate. Here the symmetric powers of the 

Klein bottle play a special role, and we include an Appendix on symmetric powers of 

surfaces. 

$2. TWISTED SEMI-CHARACTERISTICS 

Let M denote an n-dimensional compact, connected manifold without boundaryt and 
consider q: &? -+ M, the orientation covering with covering space iii. Assume that the 

Stiefel-Whitney cIass w12(M) = 0, or equivalently that p2(w1(q)) = 0 where p2 is the Bock- 

stein homomorphism coming from the exact coefficient sequence 

o-+2, -24 -92, -+o. 

Hence there is a Z,-covering I-: Y + M with covering space Y, such that we have the com- 

mutative diagram 

t G. Lusztig supported in part by National Science Foundation grant GP7952XI. 
: By this we mean a topological manifold or a space which satisfies Poincar6 duality with local coefficients. 
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where 7 : Y -+ d%? is a double covering. 

If A is an abelian group which is a module for 2, resp. Z, , we let A’ resp. Aq denocc 

the corresponding local coefficient system, and we shall consider cohomology with coefi- 

cients in these. Especially Z, acts on the complex numbers C by multiplication by i, and 

2, acts by multiplication by - 1, giving rise to the flat complex linebundles Cr and C q 

respectively. Clearly C’@ Cr = C”. In this way we obtain a PoincarC duality pairing 

H’(M, cr> @ H”_‘(M, C’) -+ H”(M, c “) 

of complex vector spaces. If now we assume n odd, it makes sense to define 

f(M, C’) = i [x dim Hj(M, Cr)) mod 2 

= jz:dimHj(M,Cr)mod2. 

The significance of this invariant in the smooth case, follows from the following 

theorem due to Atiyah. 

THEOREM 2.1. If n = 1 mod 4, and M has two vector fields withjbite singularities, therz 

the sum of rhe ” local obstructions ” is j’(M, C’). 

Notice that the &-covering I- is not uniquely determined whereas the sum of the local 

obstructions is. A natural question is therefore, how the semi-characteristic depends on r. 

Any other choice I? is of the form I-’ = I- @z, 4, where 5 is a double covering of M. In this 

way C r = Cr QR RC. Also there is the question of generalizing the work of Lusztig, 

Milnor and Peterson [7] about the relation to the semi-characteristic with Z,-coefficients. 

In order to answer these questions we shall consider the ring of Gaussian integers 

Z[i], which again is a module for 2, acting by multiplication by i. This ring is a P.I.D., 

and thus is just as good as the integers for doing homological algebra. Note that 2 = 

(1 + i)(l - i) and Z2 = Z[i]/(l + i). 

Now, given M together with a Z,-covering r, we get local coefficient systems 

f = Z[i]’ and f/(p) = [Z [i]i(p)-~~ 

where p E Z [i]. Especially for p a prime f/(p) is a local coefficient system of fields. Clearly 

f/(1 + i) is the trivial Z,-coefficient system. Again we can define the semi-characteristic 

Z(M, f/(p)) = c dim Hj(M, f/(p)) mod 2 
jevcn 

for any prime p &Z[iJ, and we want to compare this with x(M, C’), using a method of 

Browder [3] (see also Yamanoshita [14-i). We refer to Browder [4] for the following proper- 

ties of a Bockstein spectral sequence. 

It arises from the filteration (Fj) on C *(M, f), where a E Fj if pi divides a. The associ- 

ated exact couple is the Bockstein exact sequence for the sequence if coefficient systems 
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O-J%f+I1/I@). 

(2.1) El* = El*(M, f-j(p)) = H*(M, f,‘(p)) 

and 

(2.2) E,* 3 E,*M, fj(p)) = H*(M, f),‘D 

where D consists of all torsion and all elements divisible by p. 

(2.3) Im cl,E Im[H*(M, f) -+ H*(M, f,‘(p))] 

and a E Irn d, the inverse image in H*(M, f) has order p’. Hence the rank of d, is the number 

of monogenic components in H*(M, f) of the form Z [i],K$). 

We shall also need the Bockstein spectral sequence with coefficients in Q = (Z[i])“, 

where Zz acts by multiplication by - 1. 

The isomorphism f @ f u fi induces a pairing 

(2.4) E,*(M, f/(P) @ E,‘x(IcI, f/(p)) + E,*(M, Q(p)). 

Especially we have the nonsingular pairing 

< , >,: .C’Y~LI, fib)) 0 E,“-W, f/‘(p)) --+ -C”(M, 9/(P)> 

where clearly 

&Y/M, MP)) = GYM, rii’(p>) = ff”(M, V l3l,‘(~N’Y = Z W8. 
For the rest of this section M has dimension 4k + 1. Put 

j(E,*) = z dim Ejmod 2. 
j=O 

The following facts are trivial: 

(2.5) KE,*) = ?@I, I-/(P)), NC,*) = ;2(M, C’) 

and 

(2.6) ;i(E:+ I> = j(E,.*) + rank d,‘” 

where dr2”: E,zk -+ E,2k’1. 

The rank of dFk is the rank of the bilinear map 

(2.7) (x, JJ) -+ (x, d,y), for x and y in Ezk. 

This bilinear map is skew symmetric for p # 1 + i and symmetric for p = 1 + i. Hence, 

ifp # 1 + i, then rank d,zk is even for all r, and hence 

(2.8) %(M> f/(p)) = ,?(M, C’). 

We shall now consider p = 1 + i. 

LEMMA 2.2. In the Bockstein spectral sequence we haoe 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

For 

rank dr2’ E 0 mod 2 for r 2 3, 

rank dzk z 0 mod 2, I 
rank dik E (vZk, v2k)2 mod 2, where czk is the Wu class of M4kcL in dimension 2k, 

and which satisfies dlvzk = 0. 

the proof we need the following algebraic fact: 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let V and V* be dualjinite dimensional rector spaces ocerZ2 andj : V -+ VW a 

map satisfying j* = . J. T/!en there exist u E Y such that (c, j(x)) = (x, j(x)) for x E V, and 

rank j = (v, j(v)) mod. 2. 

Also we shall use the Steenrod u,-product 

u1 : C’(M, f) 0 G”(M, f) + C1+m-l(M, ii) 

which is defined either by Steenrod’s explicit formula or by the universal construction as in 

Bredon [2]. The defining relation is 

(2.9) xuy-ywx=~.~u,y+(-l)d’*~Xu6y+6(xu1y) 

for x, y E C*(M, f). Especially consider x E Czk(M, I-) 

x u 6x - 6x v x = 6x u 1 6.x + 6(x u 16x) 

and using 6(x u x) = 6x u x + x u 6x we clearly get 

(2.10) 6(x u x) = 26x u x + 6x u 1 6, + 6(x u i dx) 

or 

(2.11) 6(x u x -t x u1 6x) = -i(l + i)’ 6x u x + 6x uI 6,~. 

When we reduce mod (1 + i) we clearly get the usual u- and u,-products with coeffi- 

cients in Z, . 

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2. d, is by definition the Bockstein for the sequence 

O-J(‘+‘)-f--rZ* 

followed by reduction mod (1 + i). This is exactly the Bockstein for the sequence 

. 0 4 2, --f (Z,[i])” -+ Z, -+ 0 

where Z2 acts on Z,[i] by multiplication by i. Now clearly H*(M, (Z,[i])“) = H*(fi, Z,) 

and the Bockstein sequence is actually the Gysin sequence for q: &!i + M. Hence d, is 

nothing but multiplication by wr(q), which indeed is a differential because w,(q)’ = 0 by 

assumption. Hence E,* is the homology of the chain complex H*(M, Z,) under the differ- 

ential wlu-. The rank of dfk is according to Lemma 2.3 determined by the map x -+ X*IV, = 

Sq’(x*) = 0 for x E H*‘(M, Z,), and thus this rank is even. This proves (ii). 

In order to prove (i) and (iii) we first observe that u2k E Eik because wluzk = r2k+I = 0. 

If x E C*‘(M, f) is an r-l-cycle, then it follows using formula (2.11) that x u x is an r-cycle 

and 0 = d,+r(x u x) = d,x u x for r > 2. So according to Lemma 2.3, rank d, is even for 

r > 2, which proves (i). For r = 2 the formula gives 

0=d2xux+Sq2k(d,x)=d2xuxfv2kvd2x 

which clearly implies (iii) according to Lemma 2.3. 

Using property (2.3) of the Bockstein spectral sequence we conclude from (2.7) and 

Lemma 2.2: 

COROLLARY 2.4. The torsion part (ouer Z [i]) of H2k(M, f) is of rhe form A 0 A 0 B, 

where A is a Z [i]-module and B is either 0 or a monogenic module Z [i]/(l + i)” = Z,[i]. 

For oriented manifolds with trivial Z,-covering this is a theorem due to de Rham [9]. 
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Lemma 2.2 also gives a formula for j(lV, Z2) + j(M, C’), but before we state this, we 

shall express the differential d2 in another way By definition dZ X, x E El* is the following: 

Lift .Y E H*(&f, Zz) to .? E H*(M(Z2[i])V) and map 2 under the Bockstein for the 

sequence of coefficient systems 

(2.12) 0 -+ (Z2[i])” -+ (Z,[i])‘+ (Z,[i])” -+ 0 

where Z2 resp. Z, acts on Z,[i] resp. Z,[i] by multiplication by i. Finally, reduce the 

resulting element mod (1 + i). 

As noted in the proof of Lemma 2.2. 

H*(M, (ZJi])V) = H*(@, Z,) 

and the map (Z,[i])” - Z, induces the Gysin map q7*: H*(&?, Z,) + H*(M, Z,). Also 

H*(/tl, (Z&-J)‘) = H*(&?, Z4’) 

where ‘J : Y -+ iii is the double covering obtained from I-. and where Z, acts on ZJ by 

multiplication by - 1. Finally the Bockstein for the coefficient system (2.12) is in fact 

the Bockstein for the coefficient system 

o-+zz+z,‘+z,+o 

over I@. However, this Bockstein is easily seen to be the sum of the ordinary Bockstein for 

the sequence 

o+z,+Z,-rz,~o 

and multiplication by ~~(7) E H’(&?, Z,). Hence 

4 x = 4*wqi + W,(Y)U)(rl, ‘41. 
An easy calculation now yields 

(2.13) <v,,, %>2 = (CZ.4 ” WL.Xlr + 1% ” V*(‘%(Y) ” G1(kJ)l> cm> 
and it follows from the Adem relations that 

(2.14) L:Zk v sqlv,, = Wz v M“$k_l. 

DEFINITION 2.5. For a, b E Ef” put 

<a, b), = <a ” rl*(“~(~) ” v; l(b))> [Ml>. 

Remark. Under the Gysin map q+, w,(y) maps to wl(q), which can be seen from the 

universal situation Z2 -+ BZ, -+ BZ,. Hence the kernel of 4* has no influence on (a, b), . 

Note also that (a, b), is symmetric. 

Lemma 2.2 together with the formulas (2.6), (2.13) and (2.14) now establish the main 

result of this section: 

THEOREM 2.6. If M is 4k + I-dimensional rhen the u/z1 class c’?~ is in E,(M, f/(1 + i)) and 

mf, Z,) + ;i(M, C’) = <wz ” W4k-19 cm> + (Q,, Lh)r. 

If M is oriented and r is trivial then w,(y) = 0 and the above formula reduces to the 

formula of Lusztig-Milnor-Peterson 173. 
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Now let r’ = r @zl 5 for some Z,-covering 5 of M. Then 

(2.15) (a, b>r = (a, b)r + (wr(S) u c LJ b, [Ml; 
and especially for a = b = vIk we get 

(2.16) ,M,f, C”) = R(M, C’) + C%(5) u W.&Q, [Ml>. 

COROLLARY 2.7. Let 5: n -+ M be a double covering then 

f(a, 5*Cr) = (w,(5) u w&M). CW>. 

ProoJ In fact H*(M, r*Cr) = H*(M, C’)@(M, C’@q. 

For M oriented and r trivial Corollary 2.7 was proved originally by Atiyah in the 

smooth case using elliptic operators (see also [I]). The above proof uses only PoincarC 

duality. 

Notice that formula (2.16) implies that when M has two vectorfields with finite singula- 

rities, then f(M, C’) is independent of F, a fact which is in accordance with Theorem 2.1. 

There is a direct geometric proof of Corollary 2.7, which we shall now give: 

We shall use the Dold construction (see Hirzebruch-Janich [S]) giving a manifold W 

with boundary R u M u M. If M has a Z,-covering r whose associated Z,-covering is the 

orientation covering, then we can clearly carry this over to the manifold W. Thus there is a 

Z,-covering r of W whose restriction to R is t*r, and whose restriction to both copies of M 

is F. Now a formula of Kervaire [6] gives 

(2.17) j(dW, CrldW) + x(W, C’) = p mod 2 

where p is the rank of the bilinear form 

(2.18) H2’+‘(W,aw;c’) x H2k+1(W,aw;C’)+ H4k+2(w,aw;c”). 

Here x(W, C’) is the Euler characteristic of H*(W, C’), which is clearly the Euler charac- 

eristic of W because C’ is a flat bundle. The bilinear form (2.18) is skew-symmetric so (2.17) 

yields 

(2.19) x(W) z f(Ef, c*C’) mod 2. 

Furthermore < determines a characteristic submanifold V of M, and W has an involution 

whose fixpoint set is V. It follows from (2.19) that 

t(li;l, c*C’) I ,y( V) mod 2 

and an easy calculation gives Corollary 2.7. 

Contrary to the oriented case f(M, C’) is not a cobordism invariant in the cobordism 

ring g* of manifolds with given Z,-covering (see Section 3). In fact the above constructed 

manifold W is a counterexample provided we find a manifold M with a Z2-covering <, 

such that (~~(6) u w,,(M), [M]) # 0. The 5-dimensional Wu manifold of [l l] will do. 

On the other hand f(M, Cq is seen to be cobordism invariant for manifolds with a 

BO<wr2, vZk+l> orientation.The universal space BO(w,‘, vzkfl> has aZ,-coveringr whose 



associated Z2-covering is determined by M’~, and M’~ u rZt = L‘?~+~ = 0 by assumption. Hence 

the element (L.~~, L.~~)~ is a characteristic class in H*(B~(N’~~. L.~~_~). Z,). 

$3. THE COBORDlShl RIXG :9-* 

Let us consider pairs (iti, II) consisting of a manifold? .tf and a Z,-covering given by an 

element r E H’(M; Z,) such that I- restricts to N‘, under the natural homomorphism 

Z, --+ Z, We say that (RI, r,,,) is cobordant to (AI’, r,.) if there exists a manifold with 

boundary Wand an element Tw E H’( W; Z,) such that 2 Wis the disjoint union of hf with Ai 

and Tw restricts to Tnr and T,\{, . The set of cobordism classes will be denoted by 9,; it is a 

graded ring in a natural way. The multiplication is given by 

(nf, r,,r) x (w, r,,,,) = (icf x M’, rJr 0 I + I 0 r .,,. ). 

In a similar way, one can consider the cobordism rin g ‘N‘, which has the same definition as 

9* with Z, replaced by Z throughout. Clearly, all elements in Ye and JI”, has order two. The 

structure of ^ly-* has been determined by Wall [l3]. We shall show how, using the structure 

of “+Y, one can obtain the structure of %‘*. 

Let us define the group G(Iz) and W(n) by the pullback diagrams 

G(n) --+ Z, W(n)----+ Z 

1 det 1 1 dct 1 
O(n) ----+ Z 2 O(n) - z 2 

where 2, -+ 2, and 2 --+ Z, are the canonical homomorphisms. Then there are canonical 

n-dimensional vector bundles over BG(n) and BW(n), so we can form the corresponding 

Thorn spaces MC(n) and MW(n) and also the stable objects MG and A4 W. Then, clearly, 

one can identify 9* with n,(MG) and ?‘I’-* with n,(MW). If we denote by N, the unoriented 

cobordism ring, one has the obvious diagram 

(3.1) 

7 From now on, for simplicity, we shall restrict ourselres to the case of smooth manifolds. 
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obtained from the corresponding diagram of groups: 

G(4 - O(n) 
/ 

,/ 
/ 

/ 
/ / 

I’ 
/’ 

Now the fact that H*(MG; Z2) (resp. H*(M W; Z,) is a free module over the mod 2 Steenrod 

algebra A is equivalent with the fact that the mapA?+ H*(MG, Z,) (resp. AZ H*(M W;ZJl 
given by LI -+ a . U (U = Thorn class) is injective (see Stong [lo], p. 94). It is known (Wall 

[I 31) that H*(M W, Z2) is free over A ; it follows that rW is injective. From the commutative 

diagram. 

A 

VG VW A 
H*(MG; ZJ - H*(M W; Z,) 

we conclude that 1~~ is also injective and hence H*(MG, Z,) is free over A. It is easy to 
check that 

(3.2) H*(BG; Z2) = A[+] @ Z,[c, rtq2, uv3, . . .] 

where c is the image of the generator of HZ(BZ4, Z,) under the canonical homomorphism 

H*(BZ, , Z,) -+ H*(BG, 2,). In particular, H*(BG; Z,) has in each degree the same rank as 

H*(BO; ZJ = Z,[W,, Wz ) wj , . . .]. Hence H*(MG; Z,) and H*(MO; Z,) are both free over 

A and have the same rank in each degree. It follows that 

(H*(MG; ZJA+H*(MG; Z,))* = n,(MG) = Yz+z 

and 

(H*(MO; Z,)lA+ H*(MO; Z,))* = n,(MO) = JI”, 

have the same rank in each degree. It is known that W, -+ N* is injective and hence, by 

(3.1), YV’* + %* is also injective. Also, as a graded vector space .N, = ^ly* @ Vwhere T/is a 

graded vector space (over Z,) with dim Vi = 0 for i odd and 1 for i even. It follows that one 

has also %* = ^ly, @ V as graded vector spaces. Another consequence of the previous dis- 

cussion is that an element a E Y* is zero if and only if all his characteristic numbers v(a) 

vanish, v E H*(BG; Zz). 
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In order to determine the multiplicative structure of 9% we shall consider the manifold 

Kz, defined as the projective bundle associated to the vector bundle (21 - l)H@ 1 = H 

0 (21 - 1) . 1 over S’ (H denotes the Hopf bundle). Clearly. K2 is the Klein bottle. 

LEMMA 3.3. (i) Kzn is diffeomorphic to SP”(K,), the n-th symnletric power of K, . 

(ii) Kzn has a fixed point free incolution and hence is atI crnorieuted boundary. 

(iii) There exist exactly tbro elements in H’(K,, , Z,) ii4ich restrict to M.,(K?,) under the 

natural homomorphism Z, -+ Z, and hare non-zero Chew class in H’(K,,; Z,). 

Proof. Part (i) will be proved in the Appendix. 

(ii) Imbed K2,, into RP’ x RP’” as the space of all sequences (z, i,. . . i,, s). 2 # 0, 

(i,, . . , c,, X) # (0, . , 0), z and ii complex, x real, [, z real, modulo the equivalence 

relation given by muitiplying z by 1. and the remaining terms by 1’ (2 and 1~ being two 

arbitrary non-zero real numbers). Define a map of RP’ x RP*” into itself by 

It is easily seen that this is an involution which has Kz,, as an invariant subspace and has no 

fixed points on K,,. 

(iii) One has H*(K,,; 2,) = A(w) @ Z,[~];(C”’ = L”*-‘M,) where 1%’ = \v,(/\~,,) is the 

pullback of the generator in H’(S’, Z2) under the projection Kz,, --) S’ and I’ is the 

Stiefel-Whitney class of the canonical bundle over Kzn regarded as a projective bundle 

of a vector bundle. 

Consider the set 4cr c H’(K,, , Z,) of classes which restrict to 1~’ under the canonical 

homomorphism Z, -+ Z2. Let To be the pullback of a generator in H’(S’, Z,) under the 

projection Kzn -+ S’. Then To E d and c(T,) = 0 because r comes from an integral class. 

We have 

22 = {r,, i(w) + ro, i(c) + ro, i(~ i- L.) + ro) 
where i: H’(K,, , Z,) -+ H’(Kz,, , Z,) is the natural inclusion. Clearly the Chern class of the 

first two elements in & is zero, whereas the Chern class of the former two elements is ? # 0. 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 

If we denote by r, I-’ the two elements described in Lemma 3.3 (iii), we know that 

c(T) = c(T’). Using this fact we have that the pairs (Kz,, I-), (K,,, r’), (SP”(KJ,f*r), 

(SP”(K2),f*r’) have the same characteristic numbers in Hom(Hzn(BG; Z,), Z2) where 

f: SP”(K2) --t Kzn is the diffeomorphism given by Lemma 3.3 (i). Hence they define the 

same element in gzn which will be denoted by k,, . 

THEOREM 3.4 Y* = ^Iv, 0 h[kz , . , k,;, .] as graded algebras ocer Z, 

Proof. First remark that $?a’ c YfiL’,. In fact, ifr E Y, and r E H*(BG;Z,)isamonomial 

containing c, a straightforward calculation shows that Y(x’) = 0. On the other hand if 

(M, r) represents r it is well-known that M* is non-orientably cobordant to an oriented 

manifold N. Then v(,zc’) = Y(N, 0) for all v E H*(BG; Z,) and hence zz = [(N, 0)] and the 

inclusion is proved. In particular, kin E %‘, on the other hand this element has image 0 in 
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.,,(r*, by Lemma 3.3 (ii) and because “+f* -+ _h‘, is injective. we get X-j, - 0. Let us introduce 

r2n 
= k,il . k2ip 

where 2” + ... + 2” is the dyadic decomposition of 2/l. Note that in general x2,, # kz,. 

Suppose that there is a relation 

(3.5) 

where p,,-ri E %‘A,_zi. Let Y E H*(BG, ZI) be any monomial which does not contain c. 

Applying c’v to (3.5) we get c’(~~~)v(~~_~~) = 0. But c1(z2J = 1 and hence v(J._~J = 0. As \ 

was arbitrary and Pn_7( E %-, it follows that pn_zc = 0. It follows by induction that all /?‘s 

in (3.5) are necessarily zero. This fact, together with the knowledge of the additive structure 

of B, proves the theorem. 

As an application let us consider a connected manifold (M, r) as in the beginning of this 

section. r can be interpreted as a Z,-covering of M (see Section 2). We recall that there is a 

natural local coefficient system of Z [i]-modules over A/I denoted by p. Suppose dim M = 4k. 

The cup product gives a nondegenerate Z[i]-bilinear form 

0 : H2k(M, f),:Torsion x H”(M, P)‘Torsion -+ Z[i]. 

The determinant det @ of this bilinear form takes values in the group of units of Z[i] 

module squares. Hence in { + 1. + i}/{ + 11 = Zz 

PROPOSITION 3.6. det @ = + 1. 

The proof consists in considering det 0 as a homomorphism det : %ak --t Z, and 

showing that this homomorphism is trivial using the structure of s*. We will not give 

details. 

$4. APPENDIX: SYMMETRIC POWERS OF UNORIEKTABLE SURFACES 

Let X be a compact, closed, unorientable, smooth 2-manifold such that dim H,(X, Q) =g. 

Denote by SF”‘(X) the n-th symmetric power of X, i.e. the quotient of the Cartesian 

product X” by the obvious action of the symmetric group in n letters. SP”(X) can be given a 

natural smooth structure using the fact that the n-th symmetric power of the complex line, 

C, can be identified with C”. 

THEOREM. For n 2 g, SP”(X) is difiomorphic to a (2/z-g)-dimensional real projectice 

bundle orer the g-dimensional torus. 

COROLLARY. If X is the real proJectice plant, then SP”(X) is tile 2n-dimensional real 

projectice space. 

If X is the Klein bottle, then SP”(,Y) is tfie projective bundle associated to tke rector 

bundle H + (2n - I)1 orer S’, wflere H denotes the Hopf bwdle atld I tile tricial liue bundle 

otter S’. 

Proof of the theorem. Choose a compact Riemann surface Y together with an anti- 

holomorphic involution T without fixed points, such that the orbit space Y/T is diffeomor- 
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phic to X. Then Y has genus g. Let yzn be the set of isomorphism classes of holomorphic 

line bundles on Y with Chern class equal to 2n. Then yzn is a free homogeneous space of the 

complex torus yO, of complex dimension g. 

For ,V E Y denote by L, the holomorphic line bundle defined by the divisor y. The map 

(Yl7.. .*1.2n)-+~y10~..0~yr,. 

defines a holomorphic map SP ‘“( Y) ---t Fz,, , which is a holomorphic projective bundle over 

r Zn 3 provided that n 2 g (see MacDonald [S]). T acts antiholomorphically on SP”‘( Y) by 

the formula 

T(_v,, . . , ~2,) = (Ql> . . . , TY& 

and on y Zn by the formula T(L) = T*(L).It iseasytoseethatthenaturalmapSP2”( Y) +Fz. 

commutes with the actions of T. Hence T takes one fibre of this map into another in an 

antiholomorphic way preserving automatically their projective structures. 

It follows easily that the fixed point set A of T: SP *“( Y) --$ .SP’“( Y) is a real projective 

bundle over a union of components r-,’ of the fixed point set B of T: yz,, --) yz,, Using the 

fact that T: Y- Y has no fixed point one sees that A can be identified with SP”( Y/T) = 

SP”(X), hence in particular is connected. B is a free homogeneous space of the subgroup of 

9-O fixed by T hence is a union of real g-dimensional tori. It follows that 9,’ is a real 

g-dimensional torus and the theorem is proved. 

Remarks. (1) Choosing a base point in X = Y/T we get imbeddings X = SP’(X) 

CSP’(X)C ... and identifications 9-s‘ = .?i+ 1 = . . . = .T’ such that SP”( X) -+ .F-’ is a 

projective sub-bundle of SP”“(X) --f F’(n 2 g). 

Choose an element < E H’(X; Z2) such that 5’ # 0. Using the canonical isomorphism 

H’(X; Z,) = H’(SP”(X); Zz) we get an element in H’(SP”(X); Z,) which is not the pull- 

back of an element in H’(9’; Z,) and hence, for n 2 g, restricts to the generator of 

H’(fibre; Z2). In this way < defines a reduction of the structure group PGL(2n - g + 1, R) 

to the group GL(2n - g + 1, R), for all n 2 g. Consequently, we get a sequence of vector 

bundles Vp+r c V,,, c V,,, c ... over y’, of dimensions g + 1, g -t 3, g + 5,. a- such 

that P(V2,,-,+J = SF’“(X), n 2 g. 

One can show that 

(a) V2n-g+1 = V,+, 0 2(n - 9). I. 

(b) V,,, @ V,,, = trivial bundle. 

1 t follows that 

Hence SP*(X) is lromeomorphic to 9” x RPm. 
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(2) Consider the mapf‘ : X -+ .T-’ defined as the composition X -+ SP”(X) + Y’, n 2 g. 

Then f * : H’(T’ ; Z?) - H ‘(X; ZJ is injective and the image consists of all elements whose 

square is equal to zero. In particular < E Imagef*. 

In the case g = 2k + 1, choose a basis {x,, yL, , . , xt, _I’~, u*) for H ‘(F’; Zz) such that 

f‘“(w) = wrl(X> and U’*(x,),f*(_G . . ,f+(x,J,f’+(_~~)~ make up a symplectic basis for the 

subspace of H’(X; 2,) orthogonal to LY~(X) and <. 

In the case g = 2k choose 5 = NV,(X) and a basis {.Y,.J.~, . , sk, yk} for H’(Y’, Z,) 

such that (f*(s,),f’*(_~~), . ,f‘*(,~~),f*(~~)) make up a symplectic basis for the subspace 

of H’(X; Z,) orthogonal to L~.~(X). 

One can prove that the total Stiefel-Whitney class of the vector bundle V,_ L --t 5 is 

w= 

i 

(1 -tw)(l +s,y,)...(l +.r,y,), forg=2k+ I 

(1 -t .-w,) . . . (1 + &Yli), for g = 2k. 

These formulas define completely the multiplicative structure of H *(.9’“(X); Z,) for 

n 2 g, and also imply formulas for the Steifel-Whitney classes of the tangent bundle of 

P”(X), for any n: 

‘(n r)+‘(l + 4 + w)(l + c2 + x,y,)...(l + 5’ + .QL’~), g = 2k + 1 
~VSP”(X)) = (i: 1 $.:,I+ L(1 + 52 + s,Y1). . .(1 + <2 + y.kyk) * > g = 2k. 

In particular, N*~‘(.SP”(X)) = 0. for odd 9. 
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